
Amber King

I am an Imperial College London BEng 
Design Engineering student in my final 
year of study. I am a passionate designer 
and have strong technical skills.

I am interested in interaction design and 
feel that it offers the perfect combination 
of creativity and technical challenges to 
use my multidisciplinary skillset.

Core Skills

Education
Imperial College London
(2019-01/07/2022)
BEng Design Engineering: 2:1 (to date). 
A highly multidisciplinary course created 
to bridge the gap between traditional 
engineering and human centered design. 
Imperial is a global top ten university with 
a world-class reputation in engineering.

Strode College
(2016-2018)
A-levels: 4 As (Mathematics, Physics, Art, 
and Graphic Design) 
Awards: 2018 Visual Arts 2D/3D Student 
of the Year, 2017 Graphic Design Award.

Employment and Experience

Other Skills
Ability to think laterally and problem solve
Developed through my background in engineering and 
A-levels in Physics and Mathematics.

Accomplished communication skills
Capable of pitching my ideas, as demonstarted by my 
attainment of the Engineers in Business Fellowship (EIBF) 
First Prize.

Innovative and Creative
Demonstrated through attainment of Imperial College 
Design Engineering Selected Innovation REward 
(DESIRE) Award.

Leadership and Organisational Skills
Experienced in prioritising tasks in a team enviroment and 
using software such as Miro for organisation.

(Interaction Designer)

References
References available on request.

Software

Related Knowledge

Vintage Paradise - Content Creator
(July 2021-January 2022)

As a content creator for Vintage Paradise, a vintage store
based on Brick Lane, I ran successful social media
campaigns on accounts with over 10k followers, seeing a
62% follower increase on Instagram and a 287% follower
increase on TikTok in just 6 months.

Adobe CC Figma Blender

Linear NotionMiro

Prototyping Agile Methods

UX DesignDesign Thinking

Human Centered Design

BrandingAtomic Design

User Research

PrioritizationMarketing

Husssl - UX/UI Design Intern
(April 2022 - July 2022)

I am responsible for the design and prototyping of a diverse range of 
apps and website, from ecommerce services to robotics training 
platforms. I work with clients to define and develop their concept and 
ensure all requirements are met by acting as an interface between 
them and the development team. This has also helped me to 
strengthen my pitching and cross-discipline communication skills. 

Bezos.ai - Product Manager Industry Placement
(April 2022 - July 2022)

As a product manager at Bezos.ai, I form part of a highly 
multi-disciplinary and fast-moving team. With daily stand-ups and 
SCRUM methodology, I have been able to see the benefits of an agile 
environment first hand and have quickly adapted to the pace of tech 
development. The project I am currently working on involves a 
complete redesign of the user interface which will redefine how they 
interact with the platform.


